Mentorship Programs

This page is intended to document past and present mentorship programs, events, and participants. It should be an actively-maintained historical record presented in reverse chronological order.

Programs

- **LFX Mentorship** - this is a program of the Linux Foundation open to all projects and aimed at college students and early career professionals (or those looking to change careers).
- **RCOS** - this is a program of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Center for Open Source, and is intended for students at that college.
- **P-Tech**
- **IBM JumpStart** - this is an IBM-internal program.

If you have a program that should be added to this list, please contact the Outreach Working Group through their mailing list or chat room.

Mentorship Alums

If you have graduated from a previous Open Horizon mentorship, or are actively participating in an existing program, please consider joining the LinkedIn group and chat room.

Current

**Spring 2022 Fourth Mentorship Cohort**

**RCOS Spring 2022 Term**

Participants:

**IBM JumpStart 3 (placeholder name)**

Participants:

**LFX Spring 2022 Term (applications closed, making final selections)**

Participants:

History

**Fall 2021 Third Mentorship Cohort**

Orientation: Video, Slides

**RCOS Fall 2021 Term**

Participants:

**IBM JumpStart 2 (placeholder name)**

Participants:

- Eli Latocki - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Marhababanu Chariwala - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Vineeth Vijayan - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Ben Zimmerman - GitHub, LinkedIn

**LFX Fall 2021 Term**

Participants:

- Anushree Sabnis - GitHub, LinkedIn
  - LinkedIn post about participating
- Unnati Chhabra - GitHub, LinkedIn
  - LinkedIn post about joining this term

**P-Tech 2 (Blue Screeners)**

Participants:
P-Tech 1 (TechTerns)

Participants:

- Cristina Almazan - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Jordan Chesley - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Karina Reyes-Mendez - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Lysander Hernandez - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Victor Martinez - GitHub, LinkedIn

-----

Spring and Summer 2021 Second Mentorship Cohort

IBM JumpStart 1 (placeholder name)

Participants:

LFX Spring 2021 Term

Participants:

- Debabrata Mandal - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Megha Varshney - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Mustafa Al-Tekreeti - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Quang Hiep Mai - GitHub, LinkedIn

-----

Fall 2020 First Mentorship Cohort

LFX Fall 2020 Term

Participants:

- Anukriti Jain - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Clement Ng - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Edidiong Etuk - GitHub, LinkedIn
- Han Gao - GitHub, LinkedIn

Webinar:

- YouTube video (53 minutes)
FAQ

- Where can I read more information about the LFX Mentorship program, including schedule?
  The documentation for the program is found at https://docs.linuxfoundation.org/fix/mentorship and covers those topics.